
The world’s best-selling OLED brand, LG OLED TV, 

embraces cutting edge Hospitality management 

technology - LG Pro:Centric SMART. It delivers greater 

usability and convenience for seamless exploration of TV 

content, and also provides great solutions for hotel 

management.

OLED Hotel TV
with Premier
IP & RF Solution



OLED Hotel TV with Premier IP&RF Solution 

World’s Number 1 OLED

Perfect Black. Intense Color

LG OLED TV provides richness in all colors, boasts aesthetic touch of nature, 

and reveals life. Equipped with over 8 million of self-lightning pixels operating 

individually, the product completes the Perfect Black.

4K Cinema HDR

LG 4K Cinema HDR offers the filmmaker’s vision through usage of HDR formats.

Now, a unique cinematic experience is available at hotel room with Dolby Vision™ 

and HDR 10.

Conventional TV

LG OLED TV



OLED Hotel TV with Premier IP&RF Solution 

World’s Number 1 OLED

Cinematic Sound for Your Home

Dolby AtmosⓇ creates a dynamic and surround sound experiences although 

even when space is limited, facilitating the discernment of every details of the 

movement in a scene. With Dolby VisionTM, the product provides a truly unique 

cinematic experience.

Picture-on-Glass, the Artistic Esthetics

Furnished with sleek design, the product takes its artistic aspect to the next 

level. As the need for distinct elements like bezel or a thick stand has been 

eliminated, the refined but aesthetically stifled design intensifies the viewing 

experience.



OLED Hotel TV with Premier IP&RF Solution 

World’s Number 1 OLED

OLED Gallery Mode

Bring the wonders of the world to your Hotel space with OLED Gallery Mode. From photography of beautiful places to world-renowned artwork, Gallery Mode 

provides a great selection of beautiful images and videos. Stunning contents creates a perfect atmosphere that suits your visitor's mood.

* Actual images(In-screen of TV) available may differ from the above simulated ones.



OLED Hotel TV with Premier IP&RF Solution 

Pro:Centric Smart Application Platform

* Actual UI may differ

Easy Code Editing 
with HCAP API

Customized UI & 
Interactive Service

Pro:Centric 
Smart TV

API

SI Application IP

Pro:Centric
(Middleware Platform)

Pro:Centric Hotel Management Solution

Pro:Centric SMART is optimized for customizing 

hospitality services for hotel brands and guests 

through an IP & RF infrastructure. With its high 

picture quality, sophisticated design and advanced 

connectivity functions, it upscales in-room 

entertainment and increases convenience through 

implementation of high-end technology.

Pro:Centric Server Application

You can now differentiate your hotel with our 

customizable templates and pages which can be 

specialized for your property. Pro:Centric provides 

you a solution that is easily customizable for your 

business.

Pro:Centric Direct Solution

Pro:Centric Direct is a hotel content management 

system that supports simple editing tools and 

provides various solutions such as 1-click service and 

IP-network-based remote management. With the 

solution, users enable to design UI easily and provide 

customized service while managing TV efficiently.

Welcome Page Language selection

Wake-up Setting Weather Information

ServerEditing Content 
with Pro:Centric Direct
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